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DESCRIPTION
Zephyr 2018 ‘Technoleap’, the technical fest of TCET, was celebrated
from 27th September-29th September 2018.The various type of events
included technical events like Technical Paper Presentation, Codedump,
Technical Quiz, IC Jumble, etc; Fun events comprised of Scavenger
Hunt, Treasure Hunt, Escape Room, Tug Of War, Glow TT, Laser Tag,
Pubg etc; and how can one forget about the LAN Games like DOTA-2,
NFS, Counter Strike ,VR Gaming and Ground Events Treasure Hunt,
Rink Football, Human Tic Tac Toe, Human Monopoly, Human Snakes
and Ladder which were major crowd luring events. The 3-day fest
witnessed an approximate crowd of 6000+ which made the sponsors like
Endeavour, Redbull, 99 Pancakes, Zomato, Pastongi, etc happy and
content. Technical Festival was organized to enhance the technical skills
as well as management skill which will enhance the overall skill of the
student through various platforms with the keen vision that further it
would help in the augmentation of name, fame, and growth of the
institute.
On 1st day i.e.27 September 2018, inauguration was done by chief
guest PSI Raju Kasbe ,Principal Dr B.K Mishra , Deans & Faculty
incharge by around 11:00 am followed by the flash mob and skit by the
NSS, Flash mob along with the orphanage children and Rotract TCET
Committee members. After that the tech fest was declared open and it
went up for three days till 29th September, 2018.

On 2nd day of TCET’s Zephyr, The mind boggling flash mob by
Extension Committee attracted more students from different colleges
and it filled the event with great enthusiasm and energy. Also a science
project exhibition for about 300 school students was organized in TCET
campus.
The 3rd day of the fest was marked by the presence of grandiose
crowd who enjoyed the DJ in the campus which added power pack
energy amongst the students. All students participating in technical
events were awarded participation certificates and winners were
awarded cash prize and various vouchers. In the course of three days
more than five thousand students participated in various events. Overall
the tech-fest was successful and it was a learning experience for all the
participants and organizers.
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EVENTS CONDUCTED IN TCET-ZEPHYR 2018
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Event Name
Android app development workshop
Aqua Bowling
Arm Wrestling
Auto Cad Competition
Blockchain Workshop
VR Gaming
Bridge Building Workshop
Call of duty
Codedump
Cs GO
Cyber security seminar
DOTA -2
Escape the room
IOT Workshop
FIFA PC
FIFA PS
Glow Carrom – Doubles
Glow Carrom – Singles
Glow Cricket
Glow Table Tennis
Human Ludo
Human Monopoly
Human Snake & ladder
Human Tic Tac Toe
IC Jumble
Laser Tag
Machine Learning with Python
Minute to win it
NFS
PUBG
Quadcopter Workshop
Quantum core
Rink Football
Robofootball
Rubix Cube
Sacred games
Salsa Workshop
Scavenger hunt
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4
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Event Name
Scorch the Floor
Sword Droids
Tall Building Workshop
Technical Paper Presentation
Technical Quiz
Test your limits
Treasure Hunt
Tug of War
WWE PS
Solid Works Workshop

No. of registrations
10
2
46
49
34
1
133
15
12
2

QUANTUM CORE

MACHINE LEARNING WITH PYTHON WORKSHOP

CODEDUMP

ANDROID APP DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP

Student’s Participation from various Colleges
College Name
TCET
AP Shah
Atharva
Vidyavardhini
Bhavans
BVP
D.J. Sanghvi
SFIT
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L R tiwari
Nirmala
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Patkar
Saraf
Sathaye
Science Kidz
T P Bhatia
Thakur Polytechnic
TCSC
TVM
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VIVA
St. Andrews
SPIT
Mithibai
NMIMS

No. of Participants
250
25
20
22
40
150
40
50
40
15
55
40
30
50
40
25
14
55
130
200
30
25
30
40
25
30
20

EVENT DESCRIPTION
Machine Learning with Python Workshop
The Machine Learning Mastery Workshop was 3 days of individualized
coaching. The focus of the course is on building deep conceptual
understanding, exhaustive practical experience, covering common mistakes
and edge case and building one’s own Machine learning projects using python.
Quantum Core
Problem statement were provided on the spot and the participants were
expected to present their perspective solution by coding it in any language
according to the participants will.
Winner: Saloni Deshpande (TCSC)
AutoCAD Competition
It was software based competition and was judged by Mrs. Pallavi Bolar.
The winners were
1st Place: Keval Patil (BVP)
2nd Place: Nimesh Kumbhar ()
Tall Building Workshop
It was a workshop conducted by Robokart where in their instructor taught to
design the tall building 1st on the E-Tabb Software and then models were made
by students. The model carrying maximum amount of load was declared as the
winner.
The winners are:
Group 1: Shailesh Maurya, Chandragupt Maurya, Vinayak Singh, Musthak
Khan, Yash Bhagat, Ajay Varun.
Group 2: Ritwik Shetty, Ayush Shyete, Sanket Shah, Shaik Mohammad
Daniyal,Tushar Agarwal, Atharva Walke. (Rizvi)
Bridge Designing Workshop
It was a workshop conducted by Robokart where in their instructor taught to
design the bridge 1st on the AutoCAD Software and then models were made by
students. The model carrying maximum amount of load was declared as the
winner.
The Winners are:
1st place: Aryan Shah, Ankit Uphadhayay. (L.R.Tiwari)
2nd place: Jatin Dubey, Shrey Mange.

Quadcopter Workshop
A quadcopter, also called a quadrotor helicopter, is a multirotor helicopter that
was lifted and propelled by four rotors. A professional trainer took the theory
sessions as well as the making of quadcopter was also done. The flying of
quadcopter was also done during these sessions.

Technical Paper Presentation
Technical paper presentation is a competition where students can come
in a group or individually to present their projects or ideas, research
using various technologies and presenting a paper about the same along
with the presentation, it’s scope, implementation and outcome.
1st Place : Nilay Mehta , Tirth Shah. (Science Kidz)
2nd Place : Rishit Dagli and team. (Science Kidz)
Codedump
Code dump coding competition was organized in collaboration with
Codechef on 28th September. In this competition participants were
supposed to solve verity of questions within 3 hours of duration.
Winner: Abdullah (L.R Tiwari)
Technical Quiz
It consisted of 3 rounds.
1st round MCQ
2nd round viva
3rd PPT, rapid fire. Multiple sets were played and the results of winner
from each round were compared and then the one with highest marks
and lowest time was declared winner
Counter Strike GO
Counter-Strike is a series of multiplayer first-person video games, in which
teams battle to perpetrate an act of terror and try to prevent it. Here, a clan of
5 people competed with other clans.
Human snakes and ladders
Human sized game of classic snakes and ladders with humans as players and a
life size die to roll. A group of 4 played as a team.

Rink Football
Smaller version of football where in teams will compete in the arena. It is a
ground based event with miniature goal post.
Salsa Workshop
Professional Trainer helped individuals who are eager to learn to dance salsa
or to improve their dancing skills. The workshop consisted of dance segment
suitable for absolute beginners.
Treasure hunt
Hints and clues were given to each team. The team's goal is to search for that
place and acquire the next clue to finally reach the goal.
PUBG
Player Unknown's Battlegrounds is an online multiplayer battle royale game
on mobile in a squad of four. It is played between 25 teams at a time and the
winner team will go in next round and compete with other teams to reach the
finals.
Glow Cricket
A classroom was turned to a cricket ground to play in dark. Pitch was marked
with the night glow film. It is played between 2 teams at a time and the winner
team will go in next round and compete with other teams to reach the finals.
Glow Carrom
Glow carrom is carrom in which rules of regular carrom apply. The only
difference being the coins and the carrom boards have a luminescent glow. It
can be played in two formats i.e. singles and doubles and the winner team or
individual will go in next round and compete with another teams or individual
to reach the finals.
NFS
Need for speed is an offline multiplayer car racing game. It is held between
individuals and the winner in a game slot qualifies for next round to compete
with others to reach the finals.

Glow Table Tennis
Glow Table Tennis was similar to normal Table Tennis Tournament but it was
played in the dark with glow stickers stuck on the table as well as the rackets.

Sacred Games
Sacred Games had 4 rounds
1st round: Magnetic Cardboard Race
2nd round: Hydraulic Crane
3rd round: Hoverboard maze
4th round: Clue Hunt.
Every group in Sacred Games had 4 members.
Human Ludo
In Human Ludo 4 teams played at a time and each team consisted of 4 players.
Various tasks were performed at different levels and points were given
accordingly. The team with highest points was the winner
Aqua Bowling
In aqua bowling there were two members in a team. One member to pump
and the other member would aim the bottle jet at the target. Points were
mentioned on the target and the teams with highest points were declared as
the winners.

Escape Room
Escape room was a two level (room) game. The main objective was to
escape the room using clues and wits. The first room was a dark room
where 2 teams each consisting of 4 members would enter, one member
of each team would be tied. All the members had to solve one clue/riddle
at a time to find the 3 keys hidden in the room. 2 keys were fake and one
was real, the team to complete the task in given time and before the
other team would be qualified to go to Room2.
Room 2 consists of 4 locked boxes each box giving a clue to unlock the
next. There were jigsaw puzzles, Morse code riddles and clues hidden in
books, etc. If a team manages to find and unlock all 4 boxes in 15 mins
they win. Room 2 consists of 4 locked boxes each box giving a clue to
unlock the next. There were jigsaw puzzles, Morse code riddles and clues
hidden in books, etc. If a team manages to find and unlock all 4 boxes in
15 mins they win.
Scavenger Hunt
Scavenger hunt is a game where you have 4 players in each team and 4
teams have to compete against each other to win the prize. In this game

you get 12 interesting and challenging dares that you have to complete in
20 mins if you don't you are out. Over 80 teams registered for this game
and we had a great response. People enjoy this game and the thrill it gave
them some teams won some lost but everyone had a smile on their faces
after they played the game
Human tic tac toe
Human tic tax toe is basically a ground event in which participants are
separated into two teams, X's and O's. They have to manage the to make
a sequel in Cross, vertical or horizontal form for X's or O’s respectively.
The team that manages to do it first wins.
FIFA-PS
In this event people were made to play the game of football on a gaming
console, specifically PS4. It was a tournament wherein different rounds
were being conducted such a quater-finals, semi-finals and people were
being filtered out. The final was conducted between the best two and
ultimately the one who played better was declared as the winner.
WWE-PS
In this event people were made to play the game- WWE 2kI8 on a
gaming console, specifically PS4. It was a tournament wherein different
rounds were being conducted such a quater-finals, semi-finals and
people were being filtered out. The final was conducted between the best
two and ultimately the one who played better was declared as the
winner.
Rubik’s Cube
In this event the main challenge was to solve a 3x3 Rubik’s Cube.
Participants from different age groups had participated in this event.
Here, the overall time required by the person to solve the cube was being
recorded. Finally, the one who took the shortest amount of time to solve
the cube, won.
Arm Wrestling
This event was a new addition to the total number of events being
conducted during ZEPHYR. In this event participants were made to
engage themselves in arm wrestling thereby testing their arm strength
and stamina.

Scorch the Floor
This event was also conducted for the first time in this edition of
ZEPHYR. It basically involved a Dance face-off between the participants.
Their performance were being judged and the one with the best moves
was declared as the Winner.
IOT- Seminar
The session included Basic functioning, overview and real life examples
of IOT technology. This included understanding Arduino board
development, interfacing of sensors and actuators and understanding
the importance of Networking in IOT.

Android App Development – Workshop
The workshop included Basic fundamentals of app development, how to
build your first application, how to build your application using Java etc.
And finally providing the hands-on for the same.
1st Place - Nikhil Vishwakarma.
2nd Place - Bhavesh Choudhary, Aditya Mohite.
3rd Place - Shivam Tiwari
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OVERALL REPORT
The Technical festival TCET’s Zephyr preparation started initially
with formation all core committee by all professional bodies in the
month of August .Interviews were conducted and the working and
volunteer committee was formed which had 250 students involved in
managing various events and tasks. The details of all the students and
their concerned work were taken into consideration and thereby the
proposal was forwarded. Once the proposal file was passed and verified
by the faculty in-charge students started with technical activity in which
total 49 events were selected and were distributed amongst each
committee. The sponsorship drive and the publicity drive started at
various institutes and technical event’s work started. Around 2,500
students from outside campus were registered. With 8 core members
and a working committee of 27 people in each committee which includes
12 team heads and 15 volunteers was formed. Thus, it became possible to
execute TCET’s Zephyr on the planned dates.
5 major working teams were formed. They were
➢ In-house Team
➢ Publicity Team
➢ Technical Team
➢ Sponsorship Team
➢ Creative Team

INHOUSE TEAM:
● There were a total of 50 people for in-house, 14 as in-house heads
and 36 volunteers.
● The budget approved for the in-house team was Rs 1,10,
000.(approx.)
● With 10days and Rs 1,10,000 in hand the in-house team did a
fantastic job of making various posters for the events.
● Hanging Zephyr and Ground Zephyr (Events organized in the
campus) models were made using tissues, mount boards, acrylic
colours.
● Using chart paper and paint various objects like hole board,
Feedback wall, Selfie-wall were made to highlight the theme of
the fest which was “Technoleap”.
● The Painting work of in-house team was commendable.
TECHNICAL TEAM:
● No. of events, locations of the events, budget of the events,
requirements of events, was not a easy task; but was accomplished
by the team of EM’s, Tech heads, and volunteers.
● As the budget and time was very less initial management
became tough but was resolved in time.
● These time we also used a hologram too, which gave a special
effect to the fest.
● There were a total of 51 events comprising of technical, LAN
Gaming, Dance Events, & Ground Events (Events organized
in the College Campus).
● Contraption a part of Inauguration was also done by few
technical team volunteers due to lack of time. It was difficult
to complete contraption within 8 days, but because of
dedication & hard work they successfully completed it on
time.
● And thus contraption was successful.
● The approved budget of Rs.85,000 (approx) including the
price money was passed by the management.
● A team of volunteers and technical heads did the job of
completing the work of the events on time within the budget.

PUBLICITY TEAM:
Publicity team was formed soon after TCET’s Zephyr Committee
was decided. There were 17 PRO appointed by the TCET’s Zephyr
organizing committee. The entire PUBLICITY work of TCET-ZEPHYR in
other colleges was monitored by the 6 Vice-Chairperson’s belonging to
various Professional Bodies of TCET.
The PRO’s selected their publicity team (juniors) from the students
interested in publicizing TCET’S Zephyr and formed 6 groups.
Instructions were given to the groups & briefing was done about all the
events of TCET’s Zephyr. The publicity work started as soon as the
registration cards were made available.
From all the colleges in Mumbai, Maximum collection was obtained
from none other than Thakur College of Engineering &Technology. Few
colleges demanded two to three rounds of publicity for TCET’s Zephyr.
With just a few days of publicity remaining, we didn’t expect much
response from other colleges but juniors of team showed lot of
positivity & dedication towards the work assigned to them.
The colleges that the PRO sent the volunteers to are as follows:● Thakur College of Engineering &Technology
● AP Shah
● Atharva
● Vidyavardhani
● Bhavans
● BVP
● D.J.Sanghvi
● SFIT
● KES
● Kg Mittal
● L.R Tiwari
● Nirmala
● NL Dalmia
● Patkar
● Saraf
● Sathaye
● Science Kids
● TP Bhatia

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Thakur Polytechnic
TCSC
TVM
Lords Universal
VIVA
St. Andrews
SPIT
Mithibai
NMIMS etc.

At the end of the day one volunteer from the group was asked to
report back with all the collection & registrations to the PRO’s. All the
calculations of the day were done then the money along with
registrations was given to the Vice-Chairpersons of the respective
committees as they were handling the PRO of TCET’S ZEPHYR
altogether, then the Vice-Chairpersons handed over the money to the
respective Treasures.
With the limited number of days that the PRO’s had, the publicity
team together successfully managed to raise more than Rs.2,00,000
which was in line with the target given to us by the TCET’s Zephyr
organizing committee.

SPONSORSHIP TEAM:
● The most difficult tasks in making ZEPHYR’ 18 a successful event
were to bring sponsors.
● Before the sponsors, it was the core committee members who
contributed for gearing up the preparations. This contribution
helped a lot and each student were handed back their contribution,
once enough sponsorship was received.
● With 12 days for the event to take place, it was arduous task for the
sponsorship team to achieve the desired target of sponsors.
● However, our 6 sponsorship head directed the volunteer (35
students) so efficiently that the target did not seem too far.
● The Sponsorship head along with their team had done a
commendable job and managed to make a contribution of Rs.
2,20,890 (approx.) and many more vouchers and coupons.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Our various sponsors were:
Zomato
IDP
Cet King
Cadd Centre
Kings Icecream
Noisy Café
Creamy World
Endevour
Blossom
Quantum Core
AP Turf
Mission Carriers
Miracle Technologies
Ice Café
SBI
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SWOT ANALYSIS
Strengths: TCET’s Zephyr had the most efficient working members who
worked at their best for making TCET’s Zephyr a successful event. The
faculty members also coordinated with the students and provided us full
support in organizing the event. Also the huge campus of TCET was the
major advantage for the festival as it was possible to conduct large number
events in the campus.
Weakness: TCET’s Zephyr had students participating from various
colleges all over the city and the events like Rink Football, PubG and Dota2
contributed to most of the crowd as there were teams participating,
therefore crowd management became difficult during the festival.
Opportunities: TCET’s Zephyr gave a huge platform to the students of
TCET to develop their soft skills as well as technical skills. It included
various technical events like Technical Poster Presentation, Technical
debate, Blind C, etc. which awarded the participants and winners with
various certificates and cash prizes. Many workshops like Cyber security,
Machine Learning using R, etc. were conducted during Zephyr.
Threats: TCET’s Zephyr had the students of various colleges as
participants and the crowd gathered was more than expected. Thus crowd
management had become a major issue. Minor conflict aroused between
the core committees which reduced the unity of the committees.
Conclusion: Technical event ended on a high note with a lot of
enthusiasm in the students of the institute as there was a huge crowd. The
publicity team submitted the entries which showed that more than 6
thousand students participated in the Technical Festival.
Learning: Throughout the Technical festival we can provide an
opportunity to student to interact with student of different colleges,
different vendor and companies with improve skills in them. Involvement
of Second Year students in the core committee helped the students to gain
managerial and organizing skills making it possible to organize Zephyr
more efficiently. So they must be the part of core committee next year too
for the smooth functioning of Professional Body Activities. Student Council
were involved due to which there were less conflict between the core
committees throughout the Zephyr.
Scope for Improvement: More technical events and proper publicity are
the scope for improvement in the Technical Festival and can be brought
into the system through ISO & its implementation at department/section
levels with the opportunities for corrective & preventive actions. Also there

can be development of a website or an application to make online preZephyr registration easier & convenient. The website can be used for the
marketing of the sponsors which can help getting more sponsorships. Social
media platform like Instagram and Facebook can be used for the publicity
of our event.
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